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Abstract

The Distance of a Light Year is a 3D animated short film following the journey of a lonely girl
living on a planet who spends her whole life looking for connection and travels the universe to find it.
The story is inspired by a planet, PSO J318.5-22, found by scientists in 2013.
The girl builds millions of shining paper stars and uses them as a revolving light signal on her
lighthouse to draw attention to the dark universe. One day, she finds someone who responds with a
blue light signal from a blue planet. But her lighthouse does not function. And so, she releases all of
her paper stars and lets them float into a starry river. She travels years across the starry river across
the universe but eventually finds out the river is not long enough to reach the blue planet. When she
is about to give up and feels the most desperate, blue shining paper planes fly toward her and extend
the river. On a huge paper plane, comes an old person flying toward her. Finally, she finds the
connection and fulfills her life.
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The Story of the Film
“PSO J318.5-22 is a rogue planet belonging to the Beta Pictoris moving group. It is not
orbiting a star and drifts out in the boundless universe all alone.” A purple planet drifts slowly in dark
space. On the planet, there is a lighthouse standing alone and there’s a small cottage attached to it.
In the little house, surrounded by lots of books, the little girl with a pink wool hat is folding a paper star
by tearing a page from a book. The star she made floats in her hand. She has made piles of stars.
She carries the big pile and sends them into the star transporter machine. The stars are transmitted
to the top of the lighthouse joining the billions of stars stored under the transparent glass hood. The
light of the lighthouse becomes even brighter.
The revolving light produced by the lighthouse illuminates the dark universe. The girl spins the
light’s movement by using her control panel in her room. She looks into her periscope but finds
nothing. She sadly walks away and goes to bed. During her sleep, out of the blue, there is a glaring
sharp pale blue light that shines into her house and wakes her up. She jumps off the bed, rushes to
the window seat, and looks out from the window. There is a beautiful ocean-blue planet sending light
signals to her. The girl happily responds with her paper stars’ light. In the universe, they are talking
with each other through their light signal.
However, some stars suddenly get stuck inside the machine and cause it to malfunction. The
top light of the lighthouse shuts down. The girl uses her full strength to push the handle on the control
panel to try to make it work again, but the handle breaks. She worryingly stares at the blue planet and
is pondering something. She comes up with an idea and leaves her small cottage.
She climbs up the roof. The wind is blowing strongly. Through the very long ladder, she climbs
up to the top of the lighthouse. The girl runs toward the big light and makes an all-out effort to open
the glass lid. Suddenly, the glass opens, and billions of paper stars burst out and scatter in the sky.
The stars burst out and float into a stream of a river. The girl rows a boat on the stream and then
leaves her planet.
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She keeps rowing and rowing on the river and always looks up at her destination - the blue
star. She spends years traveling. Over time of the journey, she becomes an old woman. She rows the
boat nearly to the end of the stream and steps down into the stream, but finds the stars aren’t enough
to connect to the blue planet. She walks to the shallow end of the river and despairingly kneels and
curls herself at the end of the star river bridge. In the boundless and dark universe, she is still alone.
Out of the blue, there is a shining light blue origami plane landing in front of her. She notices it
and picks it up. She stands up and sees lots of paper planes flying toward her. The paper planes
connect to the stream and extend it. The old woman steps forward with a smile. She notices a big
paper plane with an old man clinging to it. The old man lands on the stream and walks toward her.
The old woman and the old man are standing in the widespread shining yellow stars and blue planes
river looking into each other in the quiet vast galaxy. They finally both find their connection in life.
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Introduction
Everyone needs someone to share their lives with or just a simple companion. People or even
just animals cannot live alone without love. After being born in the world, humans have started to look
for connections to fulfill their lives. As I began to think of the idea, I wondered about what if someone
was born alone, what would he/she want to pursue the most in his/her life? And how much effort will
he/she put in to achieve his/her dream? Even after people have grown up, the need to find a
connection in their life is ever-present.
Near the end of 2020, an epidemic struck every country in the world. At the time, I was living
in Rochester, New York on a student visa. My partner was living in Oakville, Toronto on his Canadian
work permit. During spring break, my partner came to visit me in Rochester. We were watching the
news on TV about the coronavirus and never expected the border between Canada and the USA
could be locked down all of a sudden on 21 March 2020. My partner worried that Canada would reject
him to cross the border after the lockdown, so he had to leave in the night on 20 March 2020. We did
not know when the border restriction would be lifted again.
My partner has always been a tough guy and I had never seen him cry during our seven-year
relationship. But that night when we had to say goodbye, it was the first time I saw him burst into
tears. He cried for 3 hours on his drive back to Oakville. I naively thought the border restrictions would
be lifted soon in a few weeks or months. But it turned out the border measure had lasted over one
year and eight months and officially ended on 1 October 2022.
During the border lockdown period, my only roommate flew back to Taiwan. Most of my
classmates also went back to their hometowns. The campus was shut down. Even my neighbors
moved out to be with their families. I wanted to go back to my home country, Taiwan too. But because
I was sponsored by a scholarship that has a rule banning recipients from leaving the US for more
than 30 days, I could not leave. At the time, traveling was difficult and expensive and required at least
14 days of quarantine. I had nowhere I could go and felt alone in this world.
I lived alone for almost two years. Sometimes I had panic attacks; sometimes I cried out loud
in the night. I could still remember in the first few weeks of the coronavirus outbreak in the US, people
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were panic shopping. Almost all of the food, kitchen towel, and toilet paper were wiped out in every
supermarket. I couldn’t find food to buy and survived on some snacks stored at home for weeks.
Every day in the morning, the first thing I did after I opened my eyes was googling “when will the
border measures end?” But my hopes always failed. It had been the darkest time of my life when I
was left alone without any friends and family. The experience I had strengthened the rationale of my
story - humans cannot live alone and have always desired to look for connections in their lives.
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Review of Research

Because of the pandemic, I had been living alone for a long period in Rochester. The
experience inspired parts of the story and I feel like I was the little girl in the film living alone on the
purple planet. And way before the pandemic, I read an article about astronomers that had discovered
a lonely planet floating by itself in deep space without orbiting a star. "We have never before seen an
object free-floating in space that looks like this. It has all the characteristics of young planets found
around other stars, but it is drifting out there all alone," study researcher Michael Liu, of the Institute
for Astronomy at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, said in a statement (Smith-Spark). The planet is
named PSO J318.5-22 and looks purple in the picture. It then became the inspiration for the purple
planet in the film.

(The purple planet’s picture was taken with a professional telescope by scientists. Smith-Spark, Laura. “Lonely,
Young Planet Drifting in Space without a Star.” CNN BUSINESS, 10 Oct. 2013,
https://www.cnn.com/2013/10/10/tech/space-new-planet.)
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When I was little and studying primary school in Taiwan, children about my age used to fold
“origami lucky stars” and give them to the people they like. At the time, technology was not advanced
and widespread in my home country yet. The ways the children did to entertain themselves are
simpler and limited. Folding a lot of origami lucky stars and then storing them in a big glass jar is one
of the ways that children did to consume their time. The more paper stars were made means the
person who received them would get luckier. It is like a blessing to the person who was given to the
lucky stars. I used to fold thousands of origami lucky stars for the boy I liked then. Because of the
sweet memory from my childhood, paper stars become the main element in my film. The girl in the
film spends her whole life making the stars and travels on them to find her companion. And it is just
like the innocent me in my childhood who spent months making the big jar filled with patiently
hand-folding paper stars. Those months, while I was folding the papers, felt like 100-year-long to me,
because I was always timidly thinking about what if the boy rejected my paper stars and was not
interested in me at all. So I exaggerated the feeling and brought it into my film.
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(In the picture are the origami lucky stars that children used to make when they are little in Taiwan.PK, Chrissy.
“How to Make Origami Lucky Stars.” The Spruce CRAFTS, 28 July 2020,
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/make-origami-lucky-stars-4107161.)

In 2014, my partner and I started the first year of our relationship. We were young and had
barely had any romantic experience before, so we were very shy and seldom directly expressed our
feelings to each other. In the same year in September, marking my first time moving abroad, I was an
exchange student studying at Kingston University in London, UK. Thus, my partner and I started to
have a long-distance relationship because he lived in Taiwan at the time. After moving to London, I
had a massive culture shock and did not even know how to cross a street because the British drive
and walk on the left which felt bizarre to me. I lived in Kingston University’s dormitory and did not
understand how to use their dorm’s mail pick-up system as well as had no idea where the new
mailbox was. My partner is a very old-fashioned guy and he thought sending hand-written letters are
far more romantic than talking on the phone while we had our long-distance relationship. He also
banned himself from using technology then which I think is ridiculously hilarious now because we
both are working in the 3D film and animation industry nowadays. Accordingly, when I was living in
London, I barely had any contact with him because I thought he did not want to contact me at all via
the phone. I messaged him through social media but he did not read or reply. I waited for about a
month for his response but still heard nothing. I thought he failed all of his promises of keeping in
touch with me and sending me handwritten letters. I checked the vintage-looking mailbox every day in
front of my dormitory building but there has never been anything delivered to that mailbox. At that
time, I was too immature. I felt irritated by him not contacting me so I blocked him on my social media
and never wanted to talk to him again.
After about eight months, I was informed by the school that my mailbox was full. I was very
confused since there was nothing in the mailbox in front of my dorm. It turned out that the dormitory I
lived in had a mail pick-up system and the real functional mailbox was actually at the receptionist’s
building. When I opened up my real mailbox with the key, I saw it was filled with piles of envelopes in
different colors. On each envelope, it was my partner’s handwriting and a lovely sticker sealed on it. I
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rapidly ran the way back carrying loads of letters to my dormitory and had complicated emotions in
my mind. I sat down in front of my desk with my heart beating rapidly and opened the first letter and
then burst into tears right away. He wrote down his daily life to share with me in those letters. Even
after he found out he was blocked by me on social media and never had me send letters back to him,
he continued to write to share his life with me. He was using his way to convey his love but I just did
not observe and misunderstood him.
The history between my partner and I became the inspiration for my story of the film. His
handwritten letters symbolize the blue paper planes in my film which save the girl in her most
desperation. The yellow paper stars and the blue paper planes are a metaphor for my partner and me
expressing our love in different ways. Although they are distinctive, they still cross and develop into
the same dazzling river that shines the dark universe and makes them find each other.
A very specific aspect of this story appealed to me the most; the concept of progress and the
pursuit of companionship or love. People would spend the entirety of their lives trying to find someone
to love or be close to. Love is the thing that can surpass time and space. Love can be conveyed in
different ways. Just like the girl made paper stars but the boy made paper planes. Love is a thing that
makes hopes stronger and lives better. I hope to encourage people to chase what they love in their
life even when they are afraid or left alone. Without trying, you will never see the ups and downs
ahead of you on the road.
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Production Process

❖ Switching from 2D to 3D for employment
The story was conceptualized in Peter Murphey’s course - Pre-production in my first year in
the university. But at the time, the content and the structure of the story were very different from what
appeared in the end. In my second year, I was honored to be selected and participated in the MAGIC
Maker’s Program. During the program in the summer, I had the chance to discuss the story with two
advisors, Brian Larson and Mari Jaye Blanchard. Both of them were very helpful, especially MJ. She
always had lots of ideas of what kind of possibilities my storyline and the incidents inside could be.
The way she instructed about story structure and camera language are both very inspirational. I was
very fortunate to learn from her and had her be my thesis advisor when I was making the film later.
Originally, I planned to make The Distance of a Light Year via the 2D medium. As an artist,
one of the things that I find aesthetically appealing is the feeling of hand-drawing texture and the
atmosphere colors can bring. But while I was making the animation, I started to ponder and worry
about my future career. Every international student in the US has the same concern about how to find
a full-time job that can sponsor them an H-1B work visa after they graduate. I hope to apply what I
learned at school in my future career. I wish I could stay in the animation industry in North America for
a couple of years and earn the skills as well as experiences from a well-developed industry, so I could
utilize what I gained and be a positive or meaningful influence on the animation industry after going
back to my hometown.
Most of the 2D-related jobs are either freelance or contract which cannot sponsor international
students a work visa. After researching the possibilities of staying in North America after graduation, I
find being a 3D artist has much more hope than being a 2D artist with my visa conditions. Because of
these reasons, I decided to change my track from 2D to 3D while pursuing my MFA degree. It was my
first time picking up learning Maya seriously near the end of my second year in the graduate program.
With my J-1 student visa and post-scholarship conditions, I have to find a permanent full-time job
within 30 days in a prominent company such as Dreamworks, Pixar, or Disney once I submit my final
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thesis so that I could continue to stay. I only had about a year left before graduation at the time.
Adding on the epidemic with lots of people losing jobs and industry freeze hiring, I was extremely
panicked and have never been that stressed in my life. It was like putting my whole future career on a
gambling table.
Therefore, my goal was to accumulate as much experience and work in a portfolio as possible
through internships before graduation, so that the big companies would be a little more willing to hire
me. Because of my career path change, I was determined to make The Distance of a Light Year a 3D
animated short film, so I could learn more about 3D production know-how through the process.
In 2020, the second year of my master's degree, I was fortunate to be hired by one of the
animation studios, Cartuna, located in New York City, to be their 3D intern. During the internship, I
worked on several projects including Nickelodeon’s Danger Force series
(https://youtu.be/Fw-T7ZDTTxg?t=158), the DoorDash advertisement campaign.
(https://youtu.be/8p1vHyYh8aY), and Nickelodeon’s six-episode 3D animated series: Portal Chase.
(https://youtu.be/Z-St5HBt138).
Because the internship was longer than I expected, I postponed four months to start working
on my thesis, causing me not to be able to finish the film before the school’s deadline. I failed the
Continuation of Thesis in the 2021 fall semester. I was very disappointed with myself and felt guilty
about contacting my thesis committees and advisor. But I would be even more depressed with myself
if I completely gave up my degree. I was lucky that my committees and advisor did not give up on me
and allowed me to try again for another semester on my thesis film. Eventually, I successfully
screened my thesis on time on May 1st, 2022. I was ecstatic that I finally finished it!

❖ Story Change
My first version of the story was very different from what I screened in my final thesis film.
There were a lot more characters in my old stories. In the first original adaptation, the little girl had a
post bird friend who flies in the universe to send letters for her. The girl, on the other hand, would wait
in front of her mailbox on the planet to see if she received any letters of response. At that time, I
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especially loved my bird character and had so many vivid ideas about how to animate it in 2D
animation.

(In the test beauty shot, the small round creature on the right side is the post bird.)

In my first beauty shot, both the girl and the post bird were drawn on paper with a colored
pencil and then scanned to be composited with a background digitally painted in photoshop. At first,
the animatic of the early film was about nine minutes long in length. Not to even mention, I had the
insane thought of drawing all of my character animations on paper because I liked the organic texture
of it. Soon I realized my plan was not realistic at all. Especially, animating on paper and scanning
each of them one by one into a computer was an impossible way for me to finish my film before the
deadline within the semester. Hence, I decided to change my plan and make the animation with
TVpaint at that time. And then later because of employment purposes, I eventually made a 3D
animated film.
In the old story, the audience would witness the little girl growing up and transforming into a
teenager, a middle-aged woman, and then lastly an old woman. Also, the audiences would see the
little boy’s appearance and age transformation over time too. At the very end of the old story, their
granddaughter would show up and interact with the old grandfather. Therefore, in total, there will be
four different characters including the post bird. Moreover, because both the girl and the boy would
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show up at four different ages, there would be eight distinctive looks of these two characters that I
had to design, model, texture, rig, and animate which not even including the post bird and the
granddaughter.

(The various costume design of the little boy from the old version story.)

While I participated MAGIC Maker Program, Mari Jaye started to advise my thesis film. After
knowing the number of characters that need to be made and a nine-minute-long animation that needs
to be completed, professor Blanchard strongly suggested I revise my story and lessen my characters.
Not only was my film too large in scale to be finished in a short time, but the structure of the story was
weak. She suggested I eliminate the post bird character as it was a distraction for the story. In the
film, the main reason that the little girl wants to find a companion is that she feels alone. With the post
bird appearance, the little girl would not be lonely enough since she still got a friend to interact with
which would make the girl’s motivation vague and not strong. However, at that time, I was very
attached to the post bird character in my film and felt such a pity to eliminate it. I was keen to animate
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it in 2D. My hesitation caused me to waste abundant time coming up with various stories but still with
the post bird in it. I was too timid to abandon the love of my creation at the time.
After months, eventually, I listened to MJ’s suggestion and finally got rid of the post bird. I am
really glad that I listened to her advice. From the lesson learned, I realized sometimes less is better.
Besides, the original story also had too many ups and downs, and small incidents happened in the
story which weakened the main storyline. My advisor drew me a “loneliness line” which represents
the feelings of the little girl. It turned out there were too many small slopes that distract her
emotion/motivation, so the line was not dramatic enough. The line also vividly visualized how loose
the structure of my story was. My advisor taught me to focus on the main plot so I could condense all
of the emotions into one big slope. If there are too many smaller ups and downs behind, the final
meetup of the boy and the girl would not turn out to be emotionally strong enough. Their encounter
would not be so meaningful either.
Thus, I removed all of the distracted bumps and condensed the emotion line into one big
slope which represents the main storyline. The hope that the girl had would gradually rise and then
drop into a valley. Eventually, the emotion skied to the top when the girl and the boy met each other
on the bridge made of paper stars and planes in the end.
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(This is the emotional line of the original story.)
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(This is the emotion line of my revised story.)

❖ 3D Production
The primary goal I had for my thesis film was to create as much of it by myself. So I did not
purchase any pre-rig characters or models online. Rigging is especially difficult for most students and
easily gets messed up. Sometimes it is hard to receive a sense of accomplishment from rigging
because it is not only time-consuming but also the outcome of it is hardly visualized and lacks
satisfaction compared to the drawing of concept art or the making of animation. Even though, I still
hope to learn every aspect of 3D production from the making of my thesis film.
Accordingly, I was determined to design and create my own characters and scenes from
sketch to finish which meant that the production of The Distance of a Light Year was an interminable
process of learning and experimentation.
During the period of participation in the MAGIC Maker Program, I started to develop rigs in
Maya for the characters. I watched a lot of online tutorials to learn how to create stretchy limbs. While
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studying rigging, I also slowly picked up some simpler scripting in python. I built up a script that could
let me quickly set a skeleton with stretchy limbs by simply applying the script to the character’s
geometry that I selected in Maya. With the scripting, I did not need to establish each joint step by step
for every character. Both the skeleton and the NURBS controllers would be built up automatically with
the coding. Later, I only had to re-measure each character’s limb’s length to customize the stretchy
ribbons for their arms and legs. Although the scripting saved me tons of time when it was successfully
implemented, the effort and time that I put to learn and develop it were countless.
After all of the skeletons and controllers are built for characters, I still had to spend endless
time painting skin weights for each of them. Personally, weight painting was one of the dullest and
most painful parts of 3D production. Trying to paint the weight perfectly for characters cost me
months. I tried to avoid any bad-looking wrinkles between the elbows or key joints that might occur
during the motion. After the body rigs were complete, I began to research the making of facial rigs.
But I did not have enough time to investigate making facial rig procedurally. Also, compared to body
rigs, the facial rig could be more difficult to build with scripting. Without any other choice, I made the
facial rigs for each of my characters manually little by little, which took me another month to complete.

(My facial rig of the little girl.)
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During my internship at Cartuna, I had to complete a three minute 3D animation with lipsync
within only six weeks. Because of the tight timeline, I tried to figure out the best way to make 3D
animation efficiently with acceptable quality. That was how I encountered and learned the plugin
“Studio Library" then.
Studio Library is a python-based tool for managing poses and animation in Maya. I can easily
save poses and animation along with creating effortless to use selection sets by using Studio Library.
The UI design of it was very intuitive and simple to understand. Each of the animations or poses can
be stored with a preview image that I choose. With this setup, I do not have to spend ages to recall
what contents were kept in which folders and look for them. Within a click, I could employ the
animation I saved from the character on the same character I select. However, I could not apply the
animation or poses I saved from A character to B character.

(The facial expressions and lipsync that I saved in Studio Library during the internship at Cartuna. And later I
borrowed some of the animations and poses from here to use in my thesis film.)
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Utilizing Studio Library saved me abundant time while taking the internship. From the past
positive experience, I decided to use Studio Library on my thesis film as well. Furthermore, I hoped
that I could use some of the old facial expressions I made before on the new characters. Because I
purposely planned and used almost the same setup and names on all of my controls and joints in
new characters, I could simply make some edits in the notepad of the .ma files to make the animation
and poses successfully copied and pasted from an old character to the different new character. The
main thing that I altered and replaced are the namespaces of the character.
After the animation and poses were smoothly copied, I would customize and adjust the
animation cycle for each character to make their performance fit their age and body proportion,
especially the little girl and the old woman. After then, I could efficiently animate walk/run animation
and some facial expressions on my characters with Studio Library. The plug-in is especially powerful
for making animations that are repetitive and commonly used. Thanks to the Studio Library, I could
finish my animation efficiently with just a few weeks left before the thesis submission deadline.
While I was working on my thesis film, simultaneously, I was also working full-time remotely at
ICON Creative Studio as a Modeling and Texturing Artist on Disney’s Alice’s Wonderland Bakery. I
not only learned a lot of techniques from the job but also adapted to the 3D production pipeline and
organization of files in the industry. Although skills are essential, learning to name and organize files
properly is exclusively practical in every project. The manner salvages me from struggling with
texture/reference missing errors or files broken after sending them to render farm.
Stepping into the industry also provided me with opportunities to learn from my professional
co-workers. I learned some very useful plug-ins that I also frequently used during the making of my
thesis film. I would mention three of them that I used the most in the project. The first one is called
“AriUVGridding.” The AriUVGridding helps users align UVs in a grid. By selecting one UV in one UV
shell and then executing the MEL scripting, the vertical and horizontal edge loops will be straightened
in the UV editor. The ratio of the UVs will be adjusted to the object and then the UVs will be aligned in
a grid pattern. After the UVs are adjusted in a grid pattern, I could easily paint textures that aligned
with the object’s edge loops. It was especially handy when I made wooden texture patterns for the
wood planks on the rooftop of the girl’s house. Unwrapping UVs in a grid pattern usually cost me a
21

massive amount of time, but with the AriUVGridding’s magical power I could turn messy UVs into
clean as well as organized grid pattern UVs in seconds. It accelerated the tiresome process of
unwrapping UVs.

(AriUVGridding aligns UVs in a grid pattern.)

The second plug-in I used the most in The Distance of a Light Year was the “Simple Pipe” for
Maya. With Simple Pipe, I could select one or multiple curves at the same time and just hit a button to
make a pipe. I could not only edit the pipes by adjusting the sliders around in the UI of the Simple
Pipe but also move the curve CVs and have the pipe move with it. With Simple Pipe’s help, I could
efficiently create strings and tubes in my environment.
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(The Simple Pipe for Maya.)

The third tool I used to model was called “DistributeAlongCurve(s).” From the name, you could
easily figure it is a script that duplicates the objects along a curve. It is functional for multiple different
objects to be reproduced along multiple curves. By sliding the sliders and adjusting the parameters, I
could customize the objects duplicated along the strings. There is a lot of star decoration in the girl’s
room made with the use of the script. With the tool, I did not have to place stars manually one by one,
which saved me a lot of time.
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(The main function of DistributeAlongCurve(s).)

During this time of learning, I have become more familiar with Substance Painter. Also,
because of working as a modeler and texturing artist, I learned some very practical skills such as
using anchor points or micro details in the software. However, sadly, because of my awful time
management, I did not have enough time left for texturing as I planned before. So I had to finish all of
the textures of my characters, props, and environments within only two weeks to catch up with the
timeline. I was thankful for the experiences that I had accumulated which made me not have to
struggle with the unfamiliarity of Substance Painter.
In the short film, the girl made bountiful stars to travel with. Therefore, in some of the shots, I
had to consider how to visualize the abundance of stars without Maya crashing or causing render
time extremely long. Because my whole film was rendered with Maya Redshift, I used something
similar to standins in Redshift, which is called Redshift Proxy. Redshift Proxies allow you to place
previously exported Redshift Proxy Files (. rs) files in your scenes without actually loading the
geometry until it is needed at render time. The proxy file has a much lower memory overhead than
having the actual geometry within the Maya scene, which means the viewport speed is vastly
improved. You can think of a Redshift Proxy as an actual Redshift scene all on its own, they can even
contain other Redshift Proxies.
With all the advantages that Redshift Proxies carried, they are perfect for making millions of
stars in my scenes. With Redshift Proxies, I could show my starry river as a bounding box to even
advance the speed in the viewport, so that I could animate my characters smoothly in the scenes
without Maya being laggy. Rendering with Redshift Proxies is amazingly fast as well. If my starry river
was made with actual star geometries, the rendering time would at least be 20 times slower. I was
pretty satisfied with the visual outcome of my scenes made with Redshift Proxies. When the stars are
duplicated abundant times and gathered together, the scenes did shine and look effective.
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(I used Redshift Proxies to create the still paper stars and planes river.)

The moving flock of paper planes close to the end of the film was one of the more challenging
shots for me. Firstly, I made three different sequences of paper planes flying cycle animation and then
created an “Animation Snapshot” in Maya for each of them. Animation Snapshot is to create a piece
of geometry for every single frame. Later, I added nParticle into the scene. Each particle would
represent each paper plane. So I could adjust the number of particles to determine how dense my
flock was. Adding “Turbulence” on the nParticle would make the particles move around and the
animation look more natural. Lastly, I connected the paper plane sequences with the particles and
then differed the cycle animation of the paper plane with “Particle Instancer.” After the Particle
Instancer was applied, all of the particles would become paper planes, so the flock of paper plane
animation could work. However, the flock itself did not have a direction of movement yet, it was
moving at the same position. Thus, last but not least, I keyed animation on the nParticle to direct the
whole flock’s movement, so eventually the paper plane flock could fly toward the old woman.
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(The flock of paper plane animation was a little more complicated compared to the other shots.)

In the shot of stars bursting out of the lighthouse, I used not only Redshift Proxies but also
MASH instancers to form the visual effect. By using MASH, I could easily distribute millions of stars
on the geometry I wanted. I could adjust the number of stars, scale, rotation, and so on, by simply
changing the parameters. With the use of MASH, I could choose to display the heavy-geometry
objects in a bounding box, so the speed of the viewport would not be slowed down. I made
blendshape animation on the base geometry of the light to make it morph into an exploding shape, so
the stars distributed on the mesh would look like they are bursting out of the glass dome. They are
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about 360,000 stars in total in the shot, but the rendering time of the shot was very fast because of
the combined use of Redshift Proxies and MASH.

(The stars exploding effect was built with Redshift Proxies and MASH.)
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Evaluation

Although the weekly advice I sought from my advisor, professor Blanchard was mostly related
to the visuals and story flow of The Distance of a Light Year, rather than the technical skills of working
in 3D software, the sessions were still extremely crucial to me. The weekly meetings particularly help
motivate me and remind me of the deadline. Through these feedback sessions, I was able to
conclude that some aspects of my film were not working and eventually cut them out. She also gave
me beneficial suggestions such as improving the performance and posture of the old woman, so the
character would look older and fit her age. On the other hand, I was able to seek advice on some
technical concerns particularly related to the visualization of millions of stars from my committee
members, professor Bauer and Reisch, since they are both 3D artists. A few weeks before the
screening of my film, professor Blanchard, Bauer, and Reisch all provided me with invaluable
alternative perspectives on my film, so I could slightly adjust some aspects of my film such as
reordering some shots to make the story flow more smoothly.
I was thankful that the 2022 SOFA film screenings allowed me to screen my film in a virtual
format, so I could hide my anxiety behind the computer screen. Even more surprising was that the
audience's reaction was generally positive. Before the screening of my film, I was very disappointed
with the visual outcome of the film and lacked self-confidence. Yet the positive feedback provided by
the audience gave me more confidence in my thesis film. Even though, I will mention some of the
issues I had with the final film. There are multiple aspects that I would have wanted to improve, the
texture of the objects in The Distance of a Light Year was rather basic and did not show the detail or
the stylized looking I was aiming for. My goal is to become a professional 3D surfacing artist, but the
texture shown in the film is even far from mediocre. The main reason causing the result was my poor
time management. I spent too much time modeling unimportant props and hanging back with how
perfect I wanted my 2D concept art to look, which caused me to finish all of the textures in only two
weeks to finish the rest of the animation on time. It would have been much better if I could prioritize
the crucial tasks, so I would not have to rush to finish my film in the last few months. From the
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production of my thesis film, I learned not to be a perfectionist, which was probably the most
important lesson that I needed to always keep in my mind. I paid too much attention to the details
such as trying to make the facial rigs work perfectly. However, it turned out that not every control or
function I created in my rigs was certainly needed. I also spent months trying to perfect the skin
weight painting on my characters. Nonetheless, in most of the shots, even if the skin weight painting
was not perfect, most of the audience would not notice the wrinkles in the elbow or around the knee.
I always wished to render my film in Unreal Engine and learn to use trending software. Yet I
did not have enough time to learn a relatively new software since my production schedule was far
behind. Then, the most important thing to me was to focus on accomplishing the film. Even now I
always felt it was such a pity that I could not render my thesis film in Unreal Engine and did more
experiments with it.
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Conclusion

After completing the film, I realized everything I made such as models, textures, or rigs should
be considered “shot-wised.” How much detail an object needed to hold would depend on how
frequently and close it showed up in the film. In other words, not everything in the film is required the
same level of detail, and prioritizing critical props and characters is a must.
After the experiences I acquired from the making of The Distance of a Light Year, I plan to
always set up a deadline for any personal projects I intend to work on even after I graduate from
school. Setting up a time limit and milestones helps me to move forward and not be stuck with
perfectionism. I could always learn from each project and simply improve on the next one. I do not
need to linger on a project for a long haul. Experiences learned are more important than the results.
Moreover, there will be no perfect project as long as I am still learning and growing, when I look back I
will always notice things I could have done better. I am glad that I made lots of mistakes during
making the film, so I could warn myself to avoid tripping over the same stone twice. I hope and will
continually hone my skills. I wish even after starting my career life, I could carry on to create more
independent short films in the future.
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Appendix

❖ Screenshots
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The Distance of a Light Year
A 4-5 minute animated short in 2D and 3D
Log Line
A lonely little girl living on a planet, spends her whole life looking for connection, and travels the
universe to find it.
Treatment
“PSO J318.5-22 is a rogue planet belonging to the Beta Pictoris moving group. It is not orbiting a star
and drifts out in the boundless universe all alone. (The introduction will appear before the film plays.)
A purple planet drifts slowly in dark space, far from what appears to be a cluster of other stars and
planets. On the planet, there are hundreds of enormous book shelves standing. On the bookshelves,
there are millions of books. Little girl with a red wool hat lives alone on the planet. She stands on a
very tall stool. In front of her, there is a towering desk with elephant-shaped head and feet. There are
shining and moving origami such as frogs and cranes stored in glass bottles on the desk. An oil lamp
hung on a bird-shape pole beside her is the only light source except the origami. Little girl approaches
a huge map on the stone wall, and draws a line through an image of a planet, one amongst most of
them have also been crossed out. She disappointedly puts down the long chalk and looks into her
gigantic telescope again to look for the next target.
On the next planet, she sees a withered rose stored in the glass and a human-like bone lies beside it.
The girl sighs and sadly crosses out the planet on the map again. She indomitablely looks back into
the telescope. Through the lense, she sees a blurry face. Little girl surprisingly looks into the
telescope more carefully again and adjusts the focus. She notices a boy living on the light blue planet.
Little girl stands on tip-toes and lifts up her oil lamp to turn it on and off to make sparkling signals in
the darkness. She looks in the telescope and hopes he will notice the signal. But the boy seems busy
at making something in his hands and like he never noticed her.
Little girl does not give up. She looks at her origami in the glass and then turns back to look up at the
books on the high shelves. She stands on the piles of books and rushes to take out all of them. She
slips down from the top of the book mountain and randomly grabs one. She tears off one of the pages
and folds it into a floating star origami. Time passes by, the girl spends years making stars and grows
into a teenager. Hundreds of empty book shelves still stand on the planet. At the very far end of the
planet, there is beautiful yellow light shining. The paper stars are stored in a huge glass bottle at the
shore. Girl stands on a rock and looks at the light blue planet through the small telescope. She pulls
the lid of the bottle off. All of the stars float into a stream of river in the universe. She pushes her boat
into the stream and hops on and begins her journey.
She keeps rowing and rowing on the river. On the way, the girl sees the transformation of the planets,
passes through a meteor shower, observes a galaxy’s formation. She spends years traveling to the
boy’s planet. Over time of the journey, she becomes an old woman. She rows the boat nearly to the
end of the stream, but finds the stars aren’t enough to connect to the boy’s planet. She looks at the
light blue planet with her naked eye and then steps down into the stream from the boat. Her feet sink
into the stream. She walks to the shallow end of the river and despairly kneels down and curls herself
at the end of the bridge. In the boundless and dark universe, she is still alone.
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Out of the blue, there is a shining light blue origami plane landing in front of her. She notices it and
picks it up. She stands up and sees lots of paper planes flying toward her. The paper planes connect
to the stream and extend it. The old woman steps forward with a smile. She notices a big paper plane
with an old man clinging on it. The old man lands on the stream and walks toward her. They look at
each other's faces. The old man points the paper plane in the old woman’s hand and indicates to her
to unfold it. She looks at the origami plane in her hand and then looks back at his wrinkled and
amiable face. In her eyes, she sees the little boy again. She unfolds the paper and sees a sketch of
herself looking into the gigantic telescope on her planet.
Rationale
Everyone needs someone to share their lives with or just a simple companion. People or even just
animals cannot live alone without love. After being born in the world, humans have started to look for
connections to fulfill their lives. As I began to think of the idea, I wondered about what if someone was
born alone, what would he/she want to pursue the most in his/her life? And how much effort will
he/she put to achieve his/her dream? Through time, even after we grew up, the need to find a
trustworthy and warm companion has never gone.
A very specific aspect of this story appealed to me the most - the concept of progress and the pursuit
of companionship or love. People would spend the entirety of their lives trying to find someone to love
or be close to. Love is the thing that can surpass time and space. Love can be conveyed in different
ways. Just like the girl made paper stars but the boy made paper planes. Love is a thing that makes
hopes stronger and lives better.
Technical Process
The film will be made up of a combination of 2D animated painting background and 3D animated
characters.
2D Animated Background
The background will be made in Photoshop. The movement of the stream of stars will be animated in
TVpaint. The texture of the background would look like hand-drawing painting.
3D Animation
The film will be made most entirely in Maya, and using Redshift as the rendering engine. There will be
four rigs, the main 2 characters in different age stages. The shader of the 3D characters and the
objects will look like 2D style in order to match the 2D background. Post-production will be made in
Nuke, After Effects, and Premier.
Visuals
As an artist, one of the things that I personally find aesthetically appealing is the feeling of
hand-drawing texture and the atmosphere colors can bring. Using 3D software to achieve the goal is
what I want to learn and pursue. I want to make 3D animation in 2D style with a beautiful color
palette. Here are some examples that show what the art style I hope to achieve for this film.
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Budget
Item

Description

Cost

Computer

IK

Autodesk Maya

IK

Adobe Suite

IK

Zbrush

IK

Substance
Painter

IK

Nuke

IK

TVpaint

IK

Hard Drives

Backups

80

Qty

Cost * Qty

2

160

Composer

1200

1200

Sound Designer

500

500

Sound Mixing

500

500

Festival Fees

1500

1500

Total

3860
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Timeline
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